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ABSTRACT
The systems of industrial automation management (IAM)
are in the domain of information systems. IAM systems
have software components that support manufacturing pro-
cesses. The operational parts of IAM coordinate highly plug-
compatible hardware devices. These functions of the IAM
systems lead to process and topology variability, which re-
sult in development and reuse challenges for software engi-
neers in practice. This paper presents an approach aiming
at improving the development and derivation of one IAM
software family within Siemens. The approach integrates
feature modeling with domain-specific modeling languages
(DSMLs) for variability representation. Moreover, by com-
bining code generation techniques, the configuration of vari-
ability models can be used to automate the software deriva-
tion. We report a case study of applying the approach in
practice. The outcome shows the enhancement of variability
representation by introducing DSMLs and the improvement
on automating software derivation. Finally, we report the
lessons learned during the execution of this case study.

Keywords
Model-Based Engineering, Domain-Specific Modeling, Soft-
ware Product Line, Variability Modeling, Software Deriva-
tion, Code Generation

1. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale projects gain more attention in the realm of

software and systems engineering. Highly integrated soft-
ware and hardware devices enable more efficient IT solu-
tions, and at the same time bring high complexities to devel-
opment. In the context of this paper, we focus on the domain
of industrial automation management (IAM). These systems
are information systems managing manufacturing processes
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and coordinating distributed hardware devices in factories,
for example for automobile or food production. The devel-
opment and reuse of software in this domain is very challeng-
ing, as the implementation is influenced by many different
factors, from customer requirements to constraints of hard-
ware distribution.

Software product line engineering (SPLE) is a set of tech-
niques for managing and maintaining core assets and sys-
tematically reusing them during the development of new
software products. A wide variety of companies and organi-
zations have adopted SPLE and reported substantial bene-
fits, such as reduced development costs and shortened time-
to-market [6]. With this paper, we report how SPLE can
be used in an IAM setting with the necessary adaptation to
support variability modeling and product derivation. The
ultimate goal is to help the development team to save time
and effort when developing new software systems.

SPLE can be characterized by two processes, family engi-
neering (also known as domain engineering) and application
engineering [15]. During family engineering, commonalities
and variability of a product family are identified. Reusable
artifacts are developed and managed as core assets, such as
requirement scenarios, reusable architectures, and reusable
components. During application engineering, the reusable
assets are selected and configured by using variability models
to fulfill customer-specific requirements. Variability is one
of the core concepts in SPLE, as it describes how products
can vary among one another. Many variability modeling
techniques have been proposed and used in academia and
practice, for example feature modeling, decision modeling,
and orthogonal variability modeling [8].

However, IAM systems have process and topology vari-
ability, which cause difficulties in variability modeling and
representation. General-purpose variability techniques, such
as feature modeling, have their limitations to express these
two domain variability types [12]. In IAM systems, the pro-
cess variability stems from the variable manufacturing pro-
cesses required by customers, and the topology variability
comes from the flexible configuration of hardware devices in
the manufacturing factories. The current IAM development
in practice is tedious and time consuming. Using domain-
specific models during IAM development and derivation is
beneficial for the stakeholders’ satisfaction and efficiency, as
we pointed out in one of our previous studies [13].



In this paper, we present a model-based approach, which
integrates feature modeling with domain-specific modeling
languages (DSMLs) for expressing processes and topology.
The three types of variability models are interrelated and
realized in the technical solution space. This enables us to
provide semi-automated support to derive software architec-
ture and to generate source code. We report on a case study
of applying the approach to a chosen software family of ware-
house management systems in Siemens. The results of the
case study show that using DSMLs brings important bene-
fits to achieve user-centered variability representation. Ad-
ditionally, integrating DSMLs into derivation enables more
fine-grained reuse.

The contributions of this paper are twofold. Firstly, we
propose a multi-model-based engineering approach in a com-
plex software domain. We combine the multiple models and
implement them with code generation techniques, in order
to save the effort of software development. Secondly, we re-
port on the results of applying the approach in an industrial-
grade case study, which was based on variability represen-
tation, feasibility and achievement of code generation. Be-
sides, we also present our lessons learns during this study.

2. MOTIVATION
The motivation for this paper comes from the lack of sat-

isfaction during development reported by software architects
and developers of IAM systems. The products to be deliv-
ered to customers usually constitute an entire solution for a
factory. Such a solution includes software and hardware sys-
tems, and covers the whole life cycle, from analysis, design,
and development to installation and maintenance. IAM sys-
tems play both a role in implementing the customers’ busi-
ness and in managing underling software and hardware sys-
tems. In this case, customers are not the only sources where
requirements come from. The hardware decisions and re-
strictions also have a strong impact on the software imple-
mentation. Software engineers are expected to understand
and to cope with all these requirements and restrictions, as
a result, they feel highly challenged during development.

To approach this problem, we chose a software product
family developed in Siemens, warehouse management sys-
tems, as a case study to implement a model-based approach
for IAM systems. Warehouse management systems are a
typical sub-domain of industrial automation management.
Manufacturers, importers, exporters, and logistics businesses
use warehouses for the storage of goods or products. Ware-
house management systems have process-like functions, such
as goods-in, storage, picking, packing and shipping. Fig-
ure 1 shows the functional zones of performing these tasks
in a small warehouse layout. The arrows in this layout il-
lustrate the material flows, which are commonly used in the
IAM domain to represent how manufacturing materials are
transported, stored, supplied, and assembled in factories.

2.1 Multi-Variability Types for Modeling
Variability is the “ability of a software system or artifact

to be efficiently extended, changed, customized or config-
ured to be used in a particular context” [24]. Application
engineering activities rely on the configuration of variabil-
ity. Based on the configuration of variability models, the
new software product can be derived efficiently to fulfill the
customer requirements.

Many variability modeling techniques have been proposed
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Figure 1: A Factory-Layout Example and Material Flows

and used in academia and practice [8]. Among all existing
variability modeling techniques, feature and decision mod-
eling have attracted most attention [10]. The feature or de-
cision models are able to represent similar variants, such as
mandatory, optional, alternative, multiplicity, and cardinal-
ity. In the context of this study, we address these variability
as feature-like variability. The IAM systems have such
feature-like variability, as it is common for many other soft-
ware product lines as well. Besides, the IAM systems also
have topology and process variability.

Topology variability. Figure 2 shows simplified lay-
outs of the receiving zones in warehouse plants of two dif-
ferent customers. On the left side, Customer 1 has an auto-
matic goods-in forklift and a manual goods-in workstation,
whereas on the right side, Customer 2 has at least three
manual goods-in workstations. As can be seen, various de-
vices are installed at different locations of the plant floors.
They are highly reusable and plug-compatible among cus-
tomers. The variability is caused by the flexible combination
of all these devices, since all the devices ideally can be wired
directly or connected via communication networks.
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Figure 2: Topology Variability among Customers

Process variability. In the example above, the two
customers have two different topology configurations, and
they both require a manual goods-in process in their facto-
ries. Figure 3 shows an informal process description, shared
among customers. The Quality Control is an optional activ-
ity in this process. In addition, the Receive Goods’ Notifica-
tion activity has to be bound to the particular topological
configuration of each customer project. Only when the soft-
ware system receives the notification of box arrivals at the
corresponding locations, this process can be triggered.
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Figure 3: Process Descriptions and Relations to Topology

The topology and process variability are domain-specific
variability types. They lead to difficulties, when we try to
use general-purpose variability modeling techniques to ex-
press them [12]. To come up with a systematic SPLE ap-
proach for the target domain, it is important to model the
topology and process variability and their inter-relationships.

2.2 Derivation Process and Stakeholders
Software product derivation includes the activities of se-

lecting and configuring existing artifacts to create new prod-
ucts to satisfy customer-specific requirements. Feature mod-
eling is often used to enable the software product derivation.

However, the product derivation in IAM has its special
sequence. We identify three roles of derivation stakehold-
ers, including requirement engineers, hardware-oriented en-
gineers, and software developers. These three roles of stake-
holders participate in a sequential derivation process for
IAM development:

1. Requirement engineers focus mostly on process vari-
ability. Processes, as informal behavioral models, de-
scribe the behavior of systems that are closer to the
material flows, which reflect directly what should hap-
pen in the real-world plants.

2. Hardware-oriented engineers have topology vari-
ability concerns. They are usually key engineers not
only from hardware teams, but also from the require-
ment and development teams in practice settings. They
join meetings together to communicate the topology
configurations. The distributed hardware devices and
the IT information systems need to be integrated at
the end to perform the actual manufacturing tasks.
For this reason, the hardware-oriented engineers serve
as a“bridge”between the software and hardware teams.

3. Software developers have to understand the other
two roles of stakeholders. They also have to under-
stand the process and topology configurations of the
desired applications, in order to bring them together
and to implement the final IAM systems.

2.3 Challenge Analysis
Since software families of IAM systems have considerable

commonalities, we expect that introducing SPLE techniques
to enable reuse can bring significant benefits to the soft-
ware development organizations. To develop a systematic
approach, it is necessary to address two main challenges:
(1) the need for user-centered variability modeling and (2)
the need for automating the derivation process.

Firstly, an SPLE approach of IAM should support the
representation of variability in the languages of the prod-
uct derivation stakeholders [22]. Model-based techniques,
in particular domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs),
specify software systems at the level of abstraction beyond

code, using a notation closer to the problem space [28].
Meanwhile, using tailored “languages” to the domain can
potentially bring the benefits of improving communication
among the three identified stakeholders [25, 19]. With these
expected benefits, domain-specific modeling languages are
desired to be integrated in the approach to express the pro-
cess and topology variability, to achieve user-centered vari-
ability modeling.

Secondly, when multiple kinds of variability models are
involved for the configuration of the systems during appli-
cation engineering time, it is important to integrate them
systematically into the sequential derivation process. By
doing so, the derivation process can take the advantages of
the multi-variability models to achieve a higher level of au-
tomation and better efficiency.

3. APPROACH
Figure 4 presents the approach outline. It has three main

elements: Multi-Variability Modeling, Multi-Variability Re-
alization, and the integrated Derivation Process. We briefly
describe these three main elements. The next three sub-
sections address each of them in detail, by applying them
within our warehouse management system case study:
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Figure 4: The Approach Outline

1. The multi-variability modeling involves three required
variability types, their meta-models and the linkage
among meta-elements.

2. The multi-variability realization addresses how vari-
ability is implemented technically, so that software ar-
tifacts can be selected and configured by using vari-
ability models. For this, the meta-elements in the
variability models need to be associated with software
artifacts, such as components and source code in the
product line core assets.

3. The semi-automated derivation process can be further
split into three phases in our approach: preparation,
configuration, and generation as presented in Figure 4.
The manual configuration phase is tool-supported, which
allows stakeholders to focus on their own variability
concerns and configuration

Figure 4 also presents that two of these solution parts are
in family engineering, and the derivation process is in appli-
cation engineering. But, the development of the derivation
infrastructure supporting the derivation process is also done
in family engineering. It is typical in SPLE approaches to
invest more effort in family engineering, and to gain produc-
tivity and reuse in application engineering.

The initial creation, development and industrial utiliza-
tion of the approach is aspired for warehouse management
and automobile manufacturing. In the context of this study,
we concentrate on enabling this approach for the chosen



warehouse case study in Siemens. The reason is that the
developed DSMLs, language editors, and variability realiza-
tion are domain-specific.

3.1 Multi-Variability Modeling
Figure 5 presents the architecture of the multi-variability

modeling framework, according to the four-layered architec-
ture standardized by Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [2]. The
framework includes feature modeling for representing gen-
eral software commonalities and variability, and two DSMLs
for representing topology and processes. We introduce the
developed meta-models within the M2 layer in the remainder
of this section.
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Figure 5: Multi-Variability Modeling

3.1.1 Feature Meta-Modeling
A feature model is a tree structure that consists of a set

of feature nodes and a set of relations among the feature
nodes. Since feature modeling is a de-facto variability mod-
eling technique [9], many researchers propose available meta-
models as “dialects” of feature modeling. Figure 6a presents
an excerpt of the feature meta-model used in our approach.
It consists of Features and Feature Relationships (the con-
crete sub-types of feature relationships, i.e., mandatory, op-
tional, alternative, OR relationship, are left out for brevity).
Figure 6b shows the typical notations for feature trees. The
different relationship types are represented as open and filled
circles and arcs.
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Figure 6: An Excerpt of the Feature Meta-Model, Relation-
ships and Feature Notations

3.1.2 Topology Meta-Modeling
A topology model comprises a set of topological elements

and their relationships within a given zone of a factory. The
developed topology meta-model has two parts: a core meta-
model and a supplementary meta-model.

Figure 7 shows the core meta-model, in which a topology
model may have arbitrary numbers of topology elements. A
Topology Element can be assigned to another element. The

Transporter Element and Stationary Element are the two
sub-types of Topology Element. Transporters refer to the
transporting elements in factories such as conveyors to bring
the working units from one location to another. Stationary
elements are usually fixed devices, which actually perform
concrete manufacturing tasks in factories. These manufac-
turing tasks can be fully automated, semi-automated, or
manually performed by human workers.

-canHandleMultipleWorkingUnits.:.Boolean

Stationary ElementTransporter Element

-name.:.String
-locationID.:.String

Topology Element

-name.:.String

Topology Model

*
.transportsFrom

*
*

-transportsTo

*

1..*
0..*

assignedTo

1

0..*

Figure 7: The Core Topology Meta-Model

Figure 8 presents an excerpt of the supplementary topol-
ogy meta-model, which includes the sub-types Transporter
Element and Stationary Element. These supplementary el-
ements are sub-domain-specific for warehouse management
systems. Other sub-domains (e.g., automotive or food pro-
duction) may share some of these elements, and they may
also require other elements.
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AutomaticbTransporter
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Figure 8: An Excerpt of the Supplementary Meta-Model

3.1.3 Process Meta-Modeling
A process model contains a set of action nodes and edges,

which captures the behavioral flow of a system function. Fig-
ure 9 presents the developed process meta-model, in which
we distinguish types of actions to describe processes. There
are actions that are typical for information systems, such
as Computational Action and Human-System Interaction.
There are also several domain-specific actions. A Manual
Action can be used to model manual steps performed by
human workers. This is typical for the non-automated tasks
in manufacturing factories. The Automatic Action is de-
fined for representing the automated tasks, commonly co-
ordinated or triggered by Software Actions, but actually
performed by hardware devices. The Periodic Action has
usually a loop time to re-execute.

3.1.4 Associating Meta-Models Hierarchically
Establishing multiple (domain-)variability models for rep-

resentation purposes is not the ultimate goal of this ap-
proach. The associations among them are necessary to have,
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Figure 9: The Process Meta-Model

so that they can be systematically instantiated and inte-
grated in the derivation process. Figure 10 shows how the
feature, process, and topology (meta-)elements are associ-
ated in our approach.

Figure 10: Hierarchical Multi-Variability Associations

Features may contain sub-features hierarchically. They
are related to components and sub-components, which de-
scribe the software product line architecture. When a com-
ponent has further process or topology variability, the corre-
sponding variability models are added to a model suite. Such
a model suite contains the information about the names,
types of the variability models. Each involved model can
have model templates, which are extracted during family
engineering. During application engineering these models
are instantiated with appropriate templates, to serve as base
configurations to help derivation stakeholders to achieve bet-
ter configuration productivity.

There can also be tacit relations and dependencies among
Features and domain-specific variability Models. For ex-
ample, a feature may imply a weak suggestion of another
feature—or may require a more detailed description in a
process model configuration. Existing works already pro-
pose solutions to solve these types of relations [30, 14]. In
our target systems, we identify domain-specific relations be-
tween the process and topology models. In process models,
there can be certain actions that are bound to certain topo-
logical locations (see the example in Figure 3). To describe
this situation in models, we need the boundToLocations rela-
tion between the Action and the Topology Element as shown
in Figure 10.

3.2 Multi-Variability Realization
Based on the established multi-variability meta-models

and their associations, we further present the realization of

the multi-variability of our approach in the technical imple-
mentation space. With the variability realization, reusable
software artifacts can be finally selected and configured by
instantiating and configuring variability models.

Variability realization can appear at two different levels
of abstraction [29]:

• Architectural level: The typical reusable assets include
the product line architecture, components, and frame-
works. The variants are possibly optional components
or architectural reorganizations [24].

• Code level: The commonalities are sets of classes in
software product lines. The variable parts are “em-
bedded” in code fragments [29, 24], that need to be
composed to realize the variability.

At the architectural level, the variability realization of our
targeted domain is similar to other software product lines.
Feature-like variability at this level plays the most impor-
tant role for component inclusion or exclusion, suggested
by some existing approaches such as [29]. Figure 11 shows
a small example about how feature-like variability is usu-
ally resolved during architecture derivation. Pick by Light
is an optional component. When the corresponding feature
is selected in the configuration, the derivation infrastruc-
ture includes the source of Pick by Light during architecture
derivation, and wires up its instance to the appropriate in-
stance of Pick Logic component. In this example, the pa-
rameters of components, such as the mode of the Pick Logic
can be configured via selecting and configuring the value of
the corresponding feature as well.

Figure 11: Variability Realization at the Architectural Level

At the code level, the variability realization of IAM sys-
tems requires to resolve process and topology variability.
The upper part of Figure 12 shows the involved variability
modeling constructs, as partially introduced in Figure 10.
The lower part shows the variability realization mechanism
in terms of code generation, in order to automate software
derivation, which is one of the major goals of our work.

Figure 12: Variability Realization at the Code Level



As can be seen in Figure 12, we come up with three types
of associations between elements of the multi-variability mod-
els. We explain and address the realization of each of them
as follows:

• Order relation: The derivation stakeholders or mod-
elers specify behavioral sequences in process models.
The actions within the process models imply order re-
lations [30]. In this context, the reusable artifacts are
the individual implementations of each action. The
realization of this relation requires to assemble the
reusable code of actions according to their order in the
process configurations. This assembly is implemented
by generating the “glue-code” for invocation.

• Bound-to-Locations relation: This relation has been
introduced already in Figure 10. The purpose of hav-
ing it is to express that an action is to be executed
at certain locations within the factories. The hybrid
realization is necessary for this relation, based on both
the assembly and value traversing.

• Logical Group: We introduce the logical groups in or-
der to model a logical association between software
services and their corresponding topological elements.
The reason to have this association is that software
services need to manage and observe different topolog-
ical elements. Figure 13 shows two logical groups. For
group 1, the two mini-load conveyors and two buffers
belong to the logical group of the location tracking
component, in which the transportation progress of
boxes is monitored. For group 2, the component of
buffer management coordinates only the two buffers in
this example. The cardinality of topological elements
within each logical group causes the variability. We re-
alize this variability by type traverse or value traverse
of the model instances within topology models.

Figure 13: Examples of Logical Groups

3.3 A Semi-Automated Derivation Process
Based on the multi-variability modeling and realization,

we establish the derivation approach shown in Figure 14.
An initial version of this process has been reported in our
previous study [13]. Our approach has three major phases:
preparation, configuration, and generation. Preparation and
generation are two (semi-)automated phases, aiming at sav-
ing the effort of derivation stakeholders. The configuration
phase remains manual but tool-supported, in which the pro-
cess variability, the topology variability, and their interrela-
tions are configured by the three different roles of stakehold-
ers according to their concerns (see Section 2.2). By doing
so, we enable the user-centered variability modeling.

1.Preparation: This is a semi-automated activity. This
step prepares a base configuration with reusable model tem-
plates and model fragments to help derivation stakeholders,
so that they do not need to start a “construction” of a com-
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Figure 14: The Derivation Process

plex system from scratch.
• 1.1: As the first step, derivation stakeholders may al-

ready bind the feature-based variability, especially the
global features in higher abstraction levels.

• 1.2: The derivation infrastructure interprets the con-
figured features with the associated components (see
the association shown in Figure 10). Then automati-
cally generates a modeling space, and instantiates the
required process and topology model instances to pre-
pare for further configuration.

2.Configuration: The manual configuration of different
variability types is usually an iterative manner in our target
domain, especially when process and topology variability are
related in an intermingled way.

• 2.1: The derivation stakeholders configure the instan-
tiated process and topology models from Step 1.2.

• 2.1.1: The requirement engineers configure the pro-
cess model instances to specify the behaviors of the
target systems.

• 2.1.2: The hardware-oriented engineers configure the
topology model instances to describe the configura-
tions of the target systems.

• 2.2: The software developers refine the configured pro-
cess and topology models, associate the process ele-
ments with topological elements, add details, or cor-
rect errors when necessary.

3.Generation: Given the configured features, processes,
and topology models, this derivation activity automatically
generates the application-specific architecture and source
code as (partial) products.

• 3.1: The code generation engine realizes the variabil-
ity at the architecture level, mainly by inclusion and
exclusion of components. The output of this step is an
intermediate work-flow of the final derivation step.

• 3.2: The code generation engine uses the intermediate
work-flow created in 3.1, and derives the application.



Since our target systems belong to a flexible category of
software product lines, we expect that it is always neces-
sary to have an application-specific development phase to
finally fulfill all customer requirements. Software architects,
developers, and testers potentially need to participate in the
application-specific development.

4. CASE STUDY
The overall objective of conducting this case study is to

understand the feasibility of apply the presented approach
from a practical viewpoint, and to evaluate the improvement
of it in a practical setting.

We have chosen a complex component of the warehouse
management systems in Siemens as the subject of this case
study, as it is a typical representative with regard to do-
main complexities to come to meaningful results. This cho-
sen component has seven sub-components; two of them are
optional components. According to the experiences of do-
main experts and analysis of legacy projects, the size of this
component is usually around 10000 lines of code (LOC). In
this software family, highly reusable utility functions, such as
logging or data access, are handled already by the infrastruc-
ture of the software family. Currently, for each project, the
code of this chosen component is completely hand-written.

This case study was planned according to [23], which con-
tained the tasks of planning, executing, collecting data, and
finally reporting the results. We plan to characterize and
evaluate the outcome from the following three aspects:

• Characterize the variability models: Besides feature
models, we introduce the two DSMLs for modeling pro-
cesses and topology. We expect that by using multi-
variability modeling and realization, more requirements
of the component can be modeled and expressed. The
aspired outcome would be to understand and charac-
terize to which extent the chosen component depends
on the three variability types.

• Evaluate feasibility: The approach should be applied
in real-world contexts and settings. The effort of us-
ing the approach, especially during family engineering,
should be affordable and reasonable.

• Evaluate the automated level of derivation: The ap-
proach provides a semi-automated software derivation
process, supporting model instantiation and code gen-
eration. We expect that the approach improves the
efficiency of derivation and development.

4.1 Execution Procedure
This sub-section describes the procedure of conducting the

case study on the chosen subject. Following the family and
application engineering processes in SPLE, our case study
procedure has also two phases.

4.1.1 Family Engineering Procedure
Before we could start this case study, we have done do-

main analysis and language engineering, as introduced in
Section 3.1. We developed the two domain-specific modeling
editors on top of the modeling platform MagicDraw [1]. The
implementation is based on UML profiles, in which meta-
classes are defined as stereotypes. In addition, we have es-
tablished the infrastructure of the derivation approach. The
development was distributed over a 15-month time frame.
Our approach aims at a broader scope of the domain of
warehouse management systems. Especially, we validated

the DSMLs in both Siemens-internal and external warehouse
management systems with the participation of 7 domain ex-
perts. Our estimation of the effort spent of these works was
approximately 7-10 person months.

Based on this foundation, one engineer experienced in
model-based development and one architect of the ware-
house management systems from Siemens participated in
the execution of this case study. The procedure regarding
the chosen component has three steps:

• FE1. Decide architecture: Several legacy projects of
different customers have variants of this component.
There are subtle structural differences, even though
they were developed by the same team. We developed
the reusable architecture based on the most mature
component variant among them.

• FE2. Identify and locate variability in code: During
the execution of this step, we identified and established
the traces between variability (meta-)models and tech-
nical solution space. For example, we associated the
optional sub-components with features. Within sub-
components, we located the pieces of source code with
the influential variability types, and added the corre-
sponding models as parts of the core assets.

• FE3. Extract the reusable code assets: Classes with-
out variability can be directly added to the core asset
base. For classes with variability, a re-factoring step
was necessary to separate common parts from variable
parts. Variable implementation parts were, in simple
cases, included via feature-like variability realization
(cf. Section 3.2). For process and topology variabil-
ity, code templates were extracted, following the real-
ization patterns of assembling, value traversing, type
traversing or hybrid composition (cf. Section 3.2).

To develop and extract reusable code assets at step F3,
we applied several re-factoring patterns suggested in [18],
such as hook methods, relocate classes, addition at the end
of methods. We used Xpand as the template language to
realize the variability in this case study [3].

Figure 15 presents an example of a code template to as-
semble classes with a hook method as the realization of the
order relations for process variability. The template selects
all actions of the type PeriodicAction from its targeted
package. It generates a class for each action (line 7). Inside
the generated classes, the WakeUp and NextStep methods
separate the business logic of the current action and the glue
code to invoke the next action. The reusable business logic
is included via a dedicated template (at line 10). At line 17,
the code template searches for outgoing edges of actions and
generates the code to “wake up” the next one.

The template language supported by Xpand allows other
combinations for filtering and iterating elements, with which
we realize the bound-to-locations relations and logical groups.
Finally, we added the developed reusable code templates as
core assets for derivation.

4.1.2 Application Engineering Procedure
In application engineering, feature, process, and topol-

ogy models are used to configure the systems and derive
the products, according to the proposed derivation process
in Section 3.3. An ideal validation would be to compare
the development time with and without the proposed ap-
proach with entirely new customer requirements. As this
is not practically feasible, we instead replayed the deriva-



Figure 15: Realization of a Hook Method

tion of previously executed projects based on their original
requirements. The derivation steps are as follows:

• AE1. Preparation: We configured features at the first
place, and the derivation infrastructure instantiated
the process and topology models that need to be fur-
ther configured. The left-hand side of Figure 16 shows
some examples of these models.

• AE2. Configuration: We used the developed process
and topology editors to configure the instantiated mod-
els. Figure 16 also shows the screen-shots of the two
editors with an example of binding an action to its
locations of notification.

• AE3. Generation: The derivation infrastructure took
all the configured models to generate the application-
specific architecture and source code. We validated the
generated code with the applicable unit tests from the
original projects (with adaptations, where necessary)
and with code reviews.

4.2 Reporting the Case Study
After finishing the procedure above, we collected data to

gather evidence for characterization, evaluation, and discus-
sion. This section reports on the results.

4.2.1 Characterize the variability models
Table 1 shows the identified reusable variability element

types for the chosen complex component. We identified 16
features, including both architecture-relevant features that
decide component inclusion and code-level features. For
processes, 8 reusable process models with process templates
were identified with a total of 31 reusable actions that can be
instantiated. For topology, one topology model is needed for
this chosen component that may comprise 8 different types
of topology elements. Having these results, we can see that
the two domain-specific modeling languages significantly en-
rich the modeling space of variability representation.

Table 1: The Number and Size of Variability Elements
Feature Process Topology

Number 16
Models Actions Models Elements

8 31 1 8

Among the seven sub-components, two of them are inten-
sively process variable, and two of them are highly topolog-
ical variable. The other three sub-components have more
or less scattered types of variability. Some code parts com-
prise two or three influential variability types in a tangled

way. Based on our experience, reducing the tangling of vari-
ability types for a piece of code makes extraction of code
templates easier, while it increase the effort of re-factoring.

Discussion: We observe that the modeled topological el-
ements in factories have different importance to software
derivation. The Stationary Elements occur often in several
different logical groups, which means that they are observed
by or interact with software components more often than
Transporter Elements. The reason is that their events are
more likely to trigger processes or business logic. In contrast,
Transporter Elements are usually tracked by the monitoring
services, with less business logic.

4.2.2 Evaluate Feasibility
As reported in the procedure of family engineering (cf.

Section 4.1.1), our case study is based on the foundation of
the developed DSMLs, language editors, and the derivation
infrastructure, which were developed aiming at a broader
scope of the domain of warehouse management systems.

The time spent during family engineering for this particu-
lar case study was slightly less than 100 hours. This includes
the activities of (F1) deciding the architecture, (F2) identify
and locate variability, and (F3) extract code templates (see
Section 4.1). The involved software architect reported that
implementing such a component usually took 2 to 3 person
months per project. He confirmed that the case study could
show the feasibility of applying the approach in a practical
setting. The experience was quite encouraging, which means
that there is a good chance to further apply the approach
to other complex components within this software family.

Discussion: Several factors have turned out to be critical
to the feasibility of such an SPLE approach:

• Maturity of reference architecture: The decision mak-
ing for coming up with the reusable component’s archi-
tecture was rather quick in our case study. The effort
was around 1 day of work. The reason is that the
existing reference architecture of the component was
already stable and quite satisfactory with the reuse
purpose. The level of maturity of the component was
critical in this regard. Each software family, each com-
ponent, or even each artifact within the same systems,
may come in different levels of maturity [6]. Improv-
ing the maturity of target systems or components may
require significant effort, which will increase the re-
quired re-factoring work, and in the worst case, make
the approach economically unfeasible.

• How mature is the domain: Bosch [6] points out that
not all systems need to or can improve their maturity
levels. It depends on how variable the domain is, and
how good the variability models can capture the vari-
ability in both requirements and implementation con-
cisely. Warehouse management is a relatively mature
domain of Siemens business. The engineers working
for this product family have accumulated good domain
and technical knowledge.

• The accessible resources during the development of
family engineering: It turned out that the participa-
tion of the architect from the warehouse management
systems was critical to the decision making and vari-
ability mining steps. Besides, the expertise of model-
ing and code generation is also very important. This
can lead to another risk, because not all development
teams have such expertise on a regular basis.
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4.2.3 Evaluate the Automated Level of Derivation
Table 2 shows the types and size of the developed reusable

asset base. The code-relevant assets in our context include
Xpand templates for variable code and C# classes without
variability. Besides, for the derivation infrastructure, we de-
veloped the required work-flows and script files for model
instantiation and code generation (see the automated steps
in Section 3.3), which serve as inputs of the derivation in-
frastructure supporting the automation.

Table 2: Reusable Asset Types and Sizes
Asset Types Formats LOC

Code with Variability Xpand Code Template 5130
Directly Reusable Classes C# 2399
Inputs to Infrastructure MWE Work-flow and Builds 513

Total 80421

Following the case study procedure for application engi-
neering, we selected the features, configured the instanti-
ated processes and topology models, and derived code, ac-
cording to the known requirements of two legacy projects.
The goal is to get estimation about how good the automatic
derivation and code generation can achieve. Table 3 shows
the configured features, reused process actions, instantiated
topological elements and automatically derived source code
of the Project 1 (P1) and Project 2 (P2).

Table 3: Analysis of Automatically Derived Code
Feature
Config.

Process Topology Derived Project-
Specific LOCActions Instances

P1 16 29 51 5027
P2 12 24 67 4194

The original hand-written LOC of P1 and P2 are 11530
and 9869 respectively. Adding the common 2399 LOC shown
in Table 2 to the derived project-specific LOC in Table 3,
both of these two projects could reach a quite satisfactory
automation level of code generation. While, the outcomes of
the derived LOC for P1 and P2 show already a considerable
difference of the automatically derived LOC. By analyzing
the correlation of the size of configured and reused model el-
ements, we see that the derivation may produce a wide range
of LOC with the worst case around 1800 LOC. The size of
automatically generated code depends on how“different”the

1Notice that there are still four classes with very low reuse
possibility, where we could only put some stub methods.

requirements of the particular projects are, and how much
glue code is needed. Furthermore, we understand that the
result of this case study also includes significant subjective
aspects. In particular, investing more effort on improving
code templates or even restructuring the software architec-
ture would have a significant impact on the outcome.

Discussion: We observe that components with topologi-
cal variability can reach nearly full-generation, whereas the
process variable components cannot reach the same automa-
tion level. The feedback from the involved architect reveals
that this situation is actually aligned with his expectation.
The realization of topological variability was based on type
or value traversing, and these are well-supported in the tem-
plate language. The realization of processes requires the as-
sembly of reusable pieces of code in assets. Thus, for process
variable artifacts, he expected to get more “glue-code” gen-
erated, especially when specified actions in processes cannot
find reusable matching in assets. In these cases the develop-
ers have to implement the business logic manually.

4.3 Lessons Learned
Applying the approach enforces a more explicit reusable

architecture. Firstly, we observe that the finalized reusable
architecture has differences with the documented reference
architecture of this chosen component. The documented
reference architecture had not enough details to facilitate
code generation. Secondly, the re-factoring enforces to col-
lect variable code at certain places, e.g. in a code template,
which “highlights” the non-variable code in the architecture.
Because of this, we could find the directly reusable classes
shown in Table 2, which were previous hand-written, al-
though they were actually already reusable. Thirdly, we
have also recognized that the developed architecture for reuse
is not the optimized solution for reducing code complexity.
The code generation templates in core assets have the goal
of covering a significant amount of variants, so that to cer-
tain extent it has to sacrifice the understandability of the
software architecture and code to gain generatability.

Using the DSMLs improves the willingness of modeling.
DSMLs enable fine-grained associations between the require-
ments in problem space and the technical implementation
in solution space. This becomes a motivation for “modelers”



during manual configuration time to specify processes and
topology with more effort and attention, reported by an ar-
chitect. He pointed out that with such an approach the out-
comes of modeling have impacts on the final systems. This
is a significant improvement over the current state of prac-
tice, where requirement engineers specify the processes only
informally and hand it over to hardware-oriented engineers
and software engineers. The processes are only considered
as input to be understood. Compared to this scenario, our
approach actually encourages the stakeholders to produce
better quality of models.

The highest possible rate of code generation should not be
the goal. The initial goal of our case study was to strictly
separate all generatable code from the hand-written code,
to optimize the code generation rate. During re-factoring,
it turned out that there are significant trade-offs to make.
While there are several known patterns, such as hook meth-
ods, override mechanisms, or partial classes. They com-
monly only pay off for code blocks of significant size. There-
fore, we only pursued to achieve reuse to a certain extent,
avoiding too fine-grained reuse and to avoid increasing the
complexities of the architecture.

Is the completeness of meta-elements important? The
answer in our case depends on the purpose of modeling.
At the DSML engineering phase, we tended to have much
more topological supplementary meta-elements (cf. Figure
8). For example, there can be many different types of sen-
sors, motors, etc. Soon we learned that not all real-world
elements are necessary to be modeled for the purpose of soft-
ware derivation in our targeted domain. When the primary
goal is to represent the domain, more completeness is desir-
able. When the outcome of configured models serve as input
“languages” for software derivation, it is important to limit
the size and complexity of DSMLs. Not all information and
entities resulting from real-world modeling is necessary for
software derivation.

5. RELATED WORK
This section discusses the related works, focusing on ap-

proaches resolving multiple variability types. One of our
previous works [13] has reported a previous version of the
technical derivation process (see Section 3.3). This paper
differs from the previous work, with the focus of variability
modeling and realization, and it also reports on a case study
of applying the approach in practical settings.

Many existing works propose approaches for topology or
process variability. For modeling topology variability, Be-
hjati et al. propose SimPL [4] as a methodology that pro-
vides multiple views to the users to specify integrated con-
trols systems (ICS). In SimPL, the variability of software,
hardware, and dependencies among them are presented in
different views. Urli et al. propose SpineFM [27], which is
a tool-supported approach that interrelates domain models
with feature models. SpineFM enables an order-free con-
figuration process by propagation mechanisms to help users
to perform their tasks. Berger et al. distinguish feature-
or decision-like variability and topological variability, and
report on the applicability and challenges of modeling topo-
logical variability with a case study in the domain of fire
alarm systems [5]. Dhungana et al. propose to use domain
modeling to express hierarchies and multiplicity of variabil-
ity product families [11]. We have been inspired by these
approaches, for example by SimPL and SpineFM. None of

these approaches, however, address explicitly feature, topol-
ogy, and process variability, and integrate them with a com-
plex derivation process, as it is common in IAM systems.

There are also existing works aiming at resolving process
variability. For instance, Gröner et al. proposed an approach
towards the configuration and validation of business pro-
cess families, in which they associate feature models, process
model templates, and mappings among the elements in these
two types of models [14]. The business processes have usu-
ally execution semantics that can run directly on a work-flow
engine. However, business processes do not address the con-
cerns of material flows in the IAM domain. Without an ex-
tension of existing notations, it is not possible to express the
IAM-specific variability, for example the bound-to-locations
relations between process and locations. Brown et al. pro-
pose to attach behavioral models to feature nodes to com-
pensate the representation limitation of feature modeling [7].
Heinzemann and Becker propose to use adapted concepts of
the UML, named MechatronicUML, to enable hierarchical
re-configuration of complex software components for self-
adaptive mechatronics systems [16]. Pillai et al. propose a
model-based approach applied to paper handling in printers
for control software generation [21]. Trask et al. combine
models to SPLE in the radio domain [26]. The limitation of
the above approaches for the IAM domain is that topology
variability is not of their concerns.

In addtion, mechanisms for constraints and consistency
checking among several model types have not yet integrated
into our approach. Kowal and Schaefer propose an incre-
mental consistency checking approach. They point out that
the consistency checking has several scopes and levels [17].
Nie et al. propose the automation support for product con-
figuration in the context of cyber physical systems [20].

6. CONCLUSION AN FUTURE WORK
We present a model-based approach to address the com-

plex variability of information systems in the industrial au-
tomation domain. The approach has three major parts.
Firstly, the approach involves feature models to represent
the common variability types, and two domain-specific mod-
eling languages to express process and topology variability.
Secondly, the three types of variability models are asso-
ciated with the reusable architectural and code artifacts,
to get prepared for software derivation. Thirdly, a semi-
automated derivation process integrates the configuration
of feature modeling and the two domain-specific modeling
languages to improve on derivation efficiency.

We report on a case study by applying our approach on
a chosen complex component within a software family of
warehouse management systems in Siemens. The results
show that using domain-specific modeling languages can im-
prove on expression power of variability representation. By
configuring the feature, process, and topology models, the
derivation and generation can also reach a satisfactory level
of automation. The feasibility of the presented approach is
demonstrated within the setting of the case study. As a part
of the contributions, we reported our lessons learned.

As future work, we intend to expand the case study to
other sub-domains of IAM systems, to further evaluate the
generalizability of the proposed approach. We also plan to
interview domain experts to understand their perceptions
regarding the potential approach adoption.
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